Tenstreet SAFETY
Tenstreet's safety tools work together to create a comprehensive
safety system that helps keep companies organized and compliant.
Here's what a year of using Tenstreet could look like for ABC Trucking.

ABC TRUCKING'S FIRST YEAR
MONTH 1
Every time a new driver joins the
company, he completes his paperwork
and consents to Clearinghouse checks
electronically. This info goes into ABC
Trucking's Xpress dashboard, generating
a real-time digital qualification file (DQF)
that keeps all his data in one place.

MONTH 3
The safety manager begins running a
monthly missing/expired documents
report to see which of the drivers'
MVRs are about to expire and uses
the Bulk MVR ordering tool to
request MVRs on all these drivers.

The safety manager and drivers
complete the countersigning process
through Driver Pulse and conclude
each driver's MVR process for the year.

MONTH 4
One of ABC Trucking's drivers, Allen,
accidentally puts diesel in his
unleaded tank. Points are attributed
to his record in the driver
management tool and the safety
manager files a standardized incident
form that goes into his DQF.
The ABC Trucking terminal manager
receives an automatic reminder that
one of her drivers has documents
expiring in 30 days.

The terminal manager receives a
notification that the driver has
uploaded his new documents, which
are stored in his electronic file.

Bob completes his safety training
course and the points drop back off
his record.

ABC Trucking completes their
implementation. They're now able to
use all their safety tools.

MONTH 2
The safety manager begins importing
all the current drivers' paper files into
Xpress, creating an entirely digital
DQF platform to store all employee
files in one place.

As MVRs are returned, they're
automatically shared with drivers
when the safety manager requests
their COVs. The drivers complete
their COVs, and both the COV and
updated MVR are uploaded to their
DQF file.

A new driver, Carla, is hired at ABC
Trucking. Because the company uses
Tenstreet's integration with
SambaSafety, Carla is automatically
enrolled into the program and all
her motor vehicle records automatically
flow into her DQF. If her safety record
changes, those updates will
automatically appear in her file as well.

At the same time, the driver
receives an automatic
notification through email, text,
or Driver Pulse requesting an
updated copy of his expiring
documents.

MONTH 5
Another of ABC Trucking's drivers, Bob,
gets into a fender bender and notifies
the safety manager. ABC Trucking's
telematics integration lets the safety
manager review the dashcam footage
and make notes on the incident, while
Bob is automatically enrolled in a
safety training course.

MONTH 6
The safety manager downloads the
DOT-required documents stored
electronically for every driver,
including the mandatory 3 years for
terminated drivers, out of their digital
DQF for the auditors.
The audit goes quickly since the
safety manager has all the paperwork
ready and ABC Trucking passes with
flying colors!

MONTH 8
ABC Trucking's HR department
adds a new policy document to drivers'
onboarding files. The safety manager
creates a new HR-specific document
category, giving access only to the people
who need it. The system notifies drivers
that they have a new document to
complete. When completed, the form
automatically uploads into their DQF file.

MONTH 11
Several drivers incur points on their
records this month, so the safety manager
uses Broadcast to run a video meeting
with the affected drivers offering coaching
and directing them toward training
materials to help them knock points off.

Surprise! ABC Trucking is being
audited by the DOT.

The safety manager downloads the
Comprehensive Accident Registry
Report that details incidents and
accidents for all of ABC Trucking's
drivers and sends the PDF to the
auditors.

MONTH 7
Tenstreet's CSA integration notifies
the safety manager that a driver has
committed a safety violation. The
infraction-to-action feature
automatically assigns the driver a
training module that corresponds with
his violation and he does the training on
his phone. The manager gets a
notification when training has been
completed.

MONTH 10
It's the 6-month anniversary of
Allen's gas tank incident – the
negative points he accrued drop back
off his record.

MONTH 12
ABC Trucking celebrates the time,
energy, and effort they saved by using
Tenstreet's safety tools and looks
forward to a second year of savings!
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Gives you full visibility into all the events that span a driver's history. Automatically
connects pre-hire with post-hire, pulls data from CSA and popular telematics
partners, and leverages Driver Pulse for easy document sharing, corrective training
and coaching, quick communication, and more.

Ordering annual MVRs one at a time is now a thing of the past - simply select the
subset of drivers you want to target using custom search criteria (like an anniversary
month) and order all your MVRs in a matter of seconds.

Provides total transparency into how your drivers are performing and sends you
and your drivers on the road to improved safety. Our CSA service pulls daily carrier
and driver FMCSA CSA data into the Tenstreet dashboard and features “infraction -->
action”, a groundbreaking approach in helping carriers promote a culture of safety
in their organization that identifies and assigns corrective training to drivers based
on the CSA infraction they received.

Designate Tenstreet as your TPA and we’ll make life with the Clearinghouse easier
every step of the way. We use our Driver Pulse network to reach drivers for a faster
turn-around time to help you minimize any negative effect on your time-to-hire. We
offer in-house support from a dedicated full query clearinghouse team, driver
outreach and education, and reminders and forms. Carriers also get automated
annual bulk limited query ordering, adverse action support, and DQF alerts, and
reporting.

No more losing track of your driver’s accidents and incidents with this high-level,
cumulative view of your drivers’ history. Create your own points system that
uses automated workflow to send video trainings and quizzes to drivers to keep
them on course with industry standards, regulations, and company policies.

Unburden yourself from mountainous stacks of paper and a tangled Annual MVR
process. The DQF Control Center reports missing/expired documents, lets you create
custom alerts, request driver documents, and free yourself with stress-free, accurate
file reporting.

Review ELD-triggered dashcam events in your dashboard, set statuses, make notes
within the dashboard about events you review, and run additional processes for the
driver through telematics integrations with Lytx, KeepTruckin, and Geotab. Assign
followup training modules to take action in a more meaningful way and use
automation to make all this work easier for you while maintaining higher levels of
compliance.
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